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Every law student faces 'The Big T' tuition - and thanks to the generosity of
graduates who have gone before them,
many students receive scholarships to help
meet the costs of attending the Law School.
A significant percentage of Law School
students receive some form of financial aid,
and the School lists nearly 100 named
scholarships and aid funds . Individual
graduation classes also contribute financial
aid.
Nobody thought of such things back in
1859, when the law School began as a
tuition-free training center for future
lawyers. Today, however, a student from
outside Michigan pays $27,000 per year in
tuition plus approximately $10-12,000 for
living expenses. A Michigan resident pays
$21 ,000 in tuition per year.
'This is a challenge to us because we
have to be true to our heritage; we have to
be true to the legacy of the University of
Michigan Law School as a school open to
talent," according to Dean Jeffrey S.
Lehman, '81. Currently, Lehman told those
who gathered for the Law Schools annual
Scholarship Banquet in April, the Law
School distributes more than $3.5 million
each year in scholarships. He took special
notice of four new scholarships awarded
for the first time this school year: the Carl
D. Bernstein and Harriette Heller
Scholarship; the John Du Vall Boyles
Scholarship; the Pierre V Heftier
Scholarship; and the Justice Lawrence B.
Lindemer Scholarship.
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Scholarship assistance opens the way "to enable us to do the
11ind of worli we have to do in our community, in our country,
and for our clients, " scholarship recipient and law student
Kim Braxton of Detroit tells attendees at the Law School's
Scholarship Banquet in Aplil.
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If you've been fortunate,

help ensure "that some other kids have
the same opportunity" to attend the Law School,John Du Vall
Boyles,'56, challenges attendees at the Law School's Scholarship
Banquet in April. The annual gatheling blings together scholarship
donors with recipients.

24 Chewing on the issues
of food production

27 'We have what we asked for':
Indian Law Day speaker
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Continued from page 3

It "compromises our
students" to graduate
heavily in debt, John Du
Vall Boyles, '56, of Grand
Rapids, told Scholarship
Banquet participants. Law
school is expensive, he said.
"If you have been lucky, I
challenge you to do
something about that. It was
so wonderful here. We want
to be sure other kids have
the same opportunity."
Boyles said he loved his
experiences at the Law
School. 'The faculty
challenged us. Students
were tough. I think that
made us better people."
Law student and
scholarship recipient Kim
Braxton, of Detroit, thanked
donors who made
scholarships possible and
promised to be worthy of
their trust. "When we leave
we have a lot of work to do,
in our community, in our
country, and for our clients,"
she said.

PHOTOS BY THOMAS TREUTER

Diller, Hessler win Campbell Competition
With the First and Fourteenth
Amendments as the battleground, thirdyear law students Paul A. Diller and
Stephen E. Hessler won the 77th Annual
Henry M. Campbell Moot Court
Competition in finals held at the Law
School in April.
Hessler also won the award for best oral
presentation.
Diller and Hessler, acting as respondents
in a hypothetical case over a mother's right
to refuse to teach contraception to her
home-schooled children for religious
reasons, argued against Sarah K. Rathke
and Jennifer l. Saulino, acting as counsel
for the petitioner.

4

Judges for the final competition in this year~ He111y M. Campbell
Moot Court Competition file toward their seats as final arguments
are about to begin. The judges are the Hon. Louis Polla/1, of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania; the Hon.
David Ebel, '65, of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit;
and the Hon. Denise Page Hood, of the V.S. Dist,ict Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

Judges for the final competition were
the Hon. David Ebel, '65, of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit; the Hon.
Denise Page Hood, of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan;
and the Hon. Louis Pollak, of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania.
The final arguments, held before a
standing-room-only audience in Honigman
Auditorium of Hutchins Hall, culminated
competitions that began last fall with a
total of 32 teams. For the four students
who argued at the finals, it was the 9th
time they had presented their case in the
course of the rounds leading up to the final
arguments.

BRIEFS

Paul A. Diller argues the respondent's case
dwingfinalsfor the Hemy M. Campbell
Moot Court Competition in April.
At 1ight are Sarah f<.. Rathhe and Jennifer
L. Saulino, counsel for the petitionei:

Opposing teams -

Paul A. Diller and Stephen E.
Hessler vs. Jennifer L. Saulino and Sarah K. Rathhe
- congratulate each other after final arguments in
the 77th Annual Henry M. Campbell Moot Court
Competition. The Diller/Hessler team, in the role of
respondents, were judged winners in an especially
hard-fought and close competition.

Stephen E. Hessle1; arguing here for the
respondent, received the Best Oralist Award.
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What am

Ibid?

SFF auction
raises more than

$62,000

Auction co-chair Roxanne Wilson and auctioneer
Roger Stetson read through the lineup of items for
the annual Student Funded Fellowships auction in
March. Behind them, other students check the lists
of items. The annual fundraiser generated some
$62,000 to assist law students in summer
internships and public interest summer work

6
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PHOTOS BY GREGORY Fox

It was the first time students have
shared the heady avocation of SFF (Student
Funded Fellowships) auctioneer. This year,
law students Roger Stetson, Renee Dupree,
and Chris Stathopoulos joined Professors
Evan Caminker, Bridget McCormack, Nick
Rine, and A.W Brian Simpson, along with
Assistant Dean for Admissions Sarah
Zearfoss, '92, to wield the gavel for the
annual fundraising auction that supports
Student Funded Fellowships. The auction
raised more than $62,000.
Another first this year was the public
presentation of the annual AWB. Simpson
Award "to pay tribute to members of the
Law School community who provide
unparalleled support for our efforts." The
award is aptly named. Simpson, the
Charles F and Edith J. Clyne Professor of
Law, is a longtime supporter of the SFF
program and one of its most popular
auctioneers.
Funds raised at the annual event
support the fellowships that law students
may win to help them in summer
employment. Typically, SFF awards provide
the margin that allows a student to take a
low-paying or non-salaried summer
position in exchange for gaining valuable
experience. Often, having the SFF
fellowship provides the margin that allows
a student to work with an agency that
cannot afford to pay a full or partial salary

BRIEFS
LEFT: Auction co-chair Amy Liu demonstrates the
art of identifying a bidder and priming her gavel for
a sale.

Potential buyers peruse lists of items
ripe for bidding.

■

■

The AW B. Simpson Award, begun last
year and presented then to Simpson
himself in a private ceremony, this year was
presented to Assistant Dean for Financial
Aid Katherine B. Gottschalk. (See related
story page 11.) "We honor Katherine
tonight for one simple reason: SFF could
not maintain its efforts without her
generous assistance," SFF co-chair Brian
Smith said in announcing this year's award.
"Katherine works tirelessly to ensure
that SFF can fund as many students as
possible, and that SFF recipients receive
their funds without difficulty. Our
applicants and my fellow board members
overwhelm her with information,
questions, and requests for assistance, and
she responds with skill, generosity, and
care."
Smith also used the presentation to offer
a public thank-you to Simpson: "SFF
recognized Professor Simpson for his longstanding support for, and extraordinary

contributions to, our efforts - as
instructor, donor, and faculty advocate. I
hope you will join me tonight in publicly
thanking Professor Simpson for his many
contributions to our community, and
particularly for his support of SFF"
Here's a sampling from the auction list:
■ ''join University President Lee Bollinger
in the President's Box for a Michigan
football game next season."
■ "You and a friend will enjoy a gourmet
meal and gaze upon the Big Apple's
skyline while circling Manhattan on The
Highlander yacht. Courtesy of magazine
publisher and perennial presidential
candidate Steve Forbes."
■ Professors Rich Friedman and Paul
Reingold throw down the gauntlet. Last
year they limited it to intermediate
players, but after winning they've gotten
a bit cocky. They'll take on any takers in
a tennis doubles match."
■ "A home-cooked gourmet country
continental dinner for six with wine
hosted by Professors Ed Cooper and
Grace Tonner on a Saturday evening to
be negotiated."

■

■

"Don't leave Michigan without
experiencing the Great Lake by the
same name. Join Captain and Professor
Don Duquette on his Cape Dory 30,
Donna Marie, for a day sail on Lake
Michigan. "
"Los Angeles Lakers superstar Kobe
Bryant wants you to take the shirt off
his back. Win a jersey signed by Bryant,
who helped lead the Lakers to the 2000
NBA championship and was the
youngest All-Star in NBA history.
Arranged by super sports agent alum
Arn Tellem, '79."
"Enjoy a graduation celebration (either
brunch or a cocktail party) for 10 at the
home of Professor Deborah Malamud."
"Kyle 'The Taxman' Logue, 'General'
Sherman Clark, David 'Da' Baum, Omri
'The Market' Ben-Shahar, [and] Lyle 'IT
Guy' Whitney head up a faculty/staff
basketball tour de force. They'll take on
any group of five students in a 3-on-3
game of hoops. Let the trash talking
begin as you and four others bring your
ups out to the court to take on the kids
during their 2001 comeback tour. Be
warned: we hear that 'Da' Baum likes to
throw the elbow as he clears his shot
from the arc. This group is out for
vengeance after losing a close one
last year."
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Affirmative action
two views
How will the U.S. Supreme Court
respond when it next considers the issue of
race-based affirmative action in education?
Professors Deborah Malamud, of the
University of Michigan Law School, and
Kim Forde-Mazrui, '93, of the University of
Virginia School of Law, debated the
question at the Law School in a program in
February sponsored by the Asian Pacific
American Law Students Association.

For Malamud, the critical question for
the swing votes on the Court will be
whether ending race-based affirmative
action will result in resegregating America's
schools. 'There is something hard-wired
into the Supreme Court that recognizes
that a return to segregated education
would be taking a big step backward," she
said. Those votes might well turn , she
argued, on whether the justices perceive

Professor Deborah Malamud of the University of Michigan Law School and Professor Kim Forde-Mazrui, '93,
of the University of Vi1ginia School of Law, mal1e their points during the program "Perspectives on RaceBased Affi1111ative Action," presented at the Law School. The program was sponsored by the Asian Pacific
Ame1ican Law Students Association.
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race-neutral affirmative action as a
workable alternative. She said that "raceneutral affirmative action does not work."
A person's race affects other aspects of
his life, she said. It is different for an
American, for instance, to be black and
poor than to be white and poor. "The
reason that race-neutral affirmative action
can't succeed is that the discrimination
experienced by blacks and other racial
minorities can't be captured by raceneutral programs," she said. "That story
still needs to be told."
Forde-Mazrui, in contrast, said his
reading of recent U.S. Supreme Court
decisions convinces him that the Court
would not condone the use of race to
achieve diversity. "If the Court's to be
consistent, it would seem difficult for the
Court to conclude that race in the
classroom matters, not that diversity is
not compelling, but that race is a
stereotypical way of achieving that goal.
In my view, virtually any racial
preference program is not only
vulnerable, but is waiting to be struck
down." However, he argued, the Court
should uphold race-neutral means to
promote the inclusion of minorities.

BRIEFS

The Establishment Clause and
faith-based programs
Religious organizations act legally and
appropriately when they use public funds
to operate secular programs, according to a
scholar of the Establishment Clause who
spoke at the Law School during the winter
term. It only is when such organizations
step over the line and try to proselytize
participants that they run afoul of the
Constitutions prohibition against
government support of religion.
Professor Robert A. Sedler of Wayne
State University Law School in Detroit
offered this outline - albeit one that is not
universally accepted - in his program
'The Establishment Clause, Neutrality and
Financial Aid to Religion," presented at the
Law School under sponsorship of the
ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union)
Law Student Group.
"In the real world of constitutional
litigation, all that counts is doctrine and
precedent," Sedler said. U.S. courts have
used the Establishment Clause to strike

down activities like prayer at high school
graduations and nativity scenes in publicly
funded settings, but the Constitution
allows for public support if the "overriding
principle of complete neutrality" is
observed.
President Bush's plan for federal aid to
faith-based organizations' social programs
is "constitutionally permissible," Sedler said
of the presidents controversial proposal.
"As I understand the law, there is nothing
wrong with faith-based organizations
applying for federal funds if they use them
in a secular way"
Asked about school voucher programs,
Sedler said President Bush's proposal is
designed to help poor inner city youngsters
attend better schools, mostly religious
schools. He said Michigan's ballot proposal
for school vouchers was a "precursor" to
the Bush plan and called for vouchers to be
available to parents of children who were
in "failing" school districts.

Michigan voters last fall defeated
Proposal 1, as Michigan's school voucher
plan was called. Earlier in the fall, the
Federalist Societys student group at the
Law School sponsored a debate on the
vouchers issue featuring Clint Bolick, of the
Institute for Justice, vs. Elliott Mincberg, of
People for the American Way Basically, the
proposal would have allowed students in
school districts the state determined to be
"failing" to go to private schools in their
district and receive the state per capita
stipend (up to about $4,000 per year per
student) toward tuition that otherwise
would have gone to the public school
district.
Giving people a choice is "an important
part of improving the public schools," said
Bolick. "If you don't like vouchers, the
way to get rid of them is to improve the
public schools."
But Proposal 1 was not limited to lowincome families or only to failing schools,
countered Mincberg. It would "cost up to
$60 million [to public school systems]
even if no one transferred" because it
would authorize state funds to follow
students who already attend private
schools, he said. Nor would the state
money provide adequate funds to support
many poor people who may want to leave
the public schools to attend private
schools, he added.

Public money can assist programs nm by religious
organizations if the programs are secular and do
not involve religious teaching, Wayne State
University Law School Professor Robert A. Sedler
asserts dwing a program at the Law School.
Sedler's talk was sponsored by the Law School
student chapter of the Ame,ican Civil Libenies Union.
PHOTO BY GREGORY FOX
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Preparation levels the playing field
PHOTO BY GREGORY FOX

Yes, there may be differences in how
men and women present themselves in the
courtroom. And there may be differences in
how judges and jury members perceive
and respond to these variations.
But there is no substitute for
preparation - and solid, competent
preparation for a case will blur gender
differences toward the point of
disappearance, according to a woman who
has served as a magistrate judge for the
past 15 years.
"Preparation is something that inspires
confidence across gender lines," Magistrate
Judge Virginia Morgan, of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan,
explained during a program at the law
School this past spring. Much the same
holds true for brief writing, she added.
"A well written brief is good regardless
of gender."
Morgan discussed "Gender
Communication Styles in the Courtroom
and in Legal Transactions" in a program
presented by the Women law Students
Association, Women lawyers of
Washtenaw County, and the office of
Assistant Dean of Students Charlotte
Johnson, '88.
Morgan, who in 1975 became the first
woman attorney to be hired into the
Washtenaw County Prosecutor's Office,
expressed her pleasure at taking part in a
program that brings together practicing

women attorneys and law students. 'There
couldn't be a more positive role for the
University to play in the community," she
remarked.
Throughout her program, Morgan
encouraged audience members to ask
questions and express their opinions. The
result was a mix of experiences and
expectations that touched on many issues:
■ At the firm, if a man goes out to play
golf, is this a good thing for the firm?
Probably so. But if a woman goes out to
play golf, how is that perceived1
■ Being aggressive is what's rewarded
within the firm, said a woman in the
audience. Being prepared is what wins
cases.
There also was a sense that a professionalism is developing that combines the
best of the typical "male" and "female"
approaches.
"I think they're better received," Morgan
responded to a questioner who asked
about combining the best of the
characteristics associated with men and
women. "And I think we're moving toward
standardizing.
"People expect a woman to be
competent. They appreciate frankness and
directness in communication. And I think
in the same manner that men are expected
to listen more and be less overtly
aggressive. I think we're moving toward
more uniformity."

Environmental Moot Court Team reaches finals
Fifty-three teams from law schools throughout the country participated at the National
Environmental Moot Court Competition in February at Pace University School of law in
New York. The law School team not only reached the final round, but 3L Brian Gruber
earned the best oralist prize in the finals and the team's brief was named the best
appellant's brief.
The law School team was comprised of Gruber; George Torgun, 2L; and Michael
Bowling, lL; while Marisa Martin and Tim Lundgren, both 2Ls, worked with the group
through long hours of preparation, according to team coach Clinical Assistant Professor
David Santacroce. "The level of [the team's] performance from the first day of practice to
the first day of competition was incredible. Then the jump from the first day of
competition to the final round was equally impressive," Santacroce said after witnessing
the competition.
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Competent, solid preparation is the best ally of an
attorney, male or female, Magistrate Judge Virginia
Morgan of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
Dist1ict of Michigan, explains dwing a program at
the Law School this past spring.
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Katherine B. Gottschalli

Susan M. Guindi, '90

Sarah C. Zea,foss, '92

New deans lead programs in financial aid,

career services, and admissions
Three assistant deans have been named
to help guide the law School in the areas
of student financial aid, career services, and
admissions. They are:
■ Katherine B. Gottschalk, Assistant Dean
for Financial Aid.
■ Susan M. Guindi, '90, Assistant Dean
for Career Services.
■ Sarah C. Zearfoss, '92, Assistant Dean
and Director of Admissions.
Gottschalk, Guindi, and Zearfoss
already are well-known to students, faculty,
and other members of the law School
community
Katherine B. Gottschalk, a graduate of
Wellesley College, had been director of
financial aid since 1986. She supervises the
Office of Financial Aid, which administers
aid for some 1,100 students annually, takes
part in decisions to award aid, counsels
students on financial aid and debt
management, and implements the law
School's financial aid policies.

Susan M. Guindi, '90, who earned her

].D. magna cum laude, has directed the
Office of Career Services since 1998. She
came to the law School in 1995 as
associate director of the Office of Public
Service. Previously, she clerked for Justices
Dennis Archer and Conrad Mallett Jr. of
the Michigan Supreme Court and practiced
law in Washington, D.C.
Guindi supervises the Office of Career
Services, including career counseling and
education, informational programs, and
management of the on-campus recruiting
program.
Sarah C. Zearfoss, '92, who also
received her JD. magna cum laude,
formerly was an attorney-counselor with
the law School's Office of Career Services.
While a law student, she was editor-inchief of the Michigan Journal of International
Law and received the Henry M. Bates
Memorial Scholarship, the highest award
given to law School students. After
graduation, she clerked for the Hon. James
l. Ryan of the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the Sixth Circuit, practiced law in Detroit,
where she specialized in employment
discrimination work, and then returned to
serve Ryan as a career law clerk. She
joined the law School's Office of Career
Services in 1999.
Zearfoss also has served as a cooperating
attorney for the American Civil liberties
Union and as area admissions
representative and district admissions
coordinator for Bryn Mawr College.
The appointments were approved by the
University of Michigan Board of Regents.
Erica A. Munzel, '88, Zearfoss'
predecessor, has joined the law School's
Office of Development and Alumni
Relations and is responsible for major gifts
for the Midwest outside of Michigan.
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Nearly 270 students, faculty, alumni,
and honored guests gathered at the
Crowne Plaza Grand Ballroom in March for
the 23rd annual Alden J. "Butch" Carpenter
Memorial Scholarship Banquet. Ena
Weathers, a 1988 Law School graduate and
president of the Michigan Black Law
Alumni Society, reminded the audience of
the history of the occasion and the
scholarship fund. The fund and
scholarship awards have increased
substantially over the years since the first
award of $100 was presented in 1978. This
year was the first time three first-year
students received awards, said Assistant
Dean of Students Charlotte Johnson, '88.
Kristin Johnson received the largest award
to date: a scholarship for $10,000.
Additional scholarships for $2,500 each
were awarded to Erica Green and Riana
Shipps.
The annual event recalls the life and
ideals of Butch Carpenter, an African
American student at the Law School who

Deborah Malamud

Grace Tonner

■

Iii

'Butch' Carpenter

was "dedicated to the survival and growth
of economically depressed communities."
His untimely death halted his academic
career, but his enthusiasm and dedication
live on through the memorial fund.
Student awardees mirror his drive to assist
economically depressed areas and have
well-established community service
credentials illustrating their commitment.
The banquet also serves as a minireunion as alumni reconnect with each
other and this tradition . And it is a time for
students to publicly recognize the faculty
members who have meant so much to
them in their legal studies. U.S.
Congressman Harold E. Ford Jr., '96,
honored the event by presenting this year's
keynote address. Seated at one of the front
tables were members of the Butch
Carpenter family: Butch Carpenter's widow,
Vivian Carpenter Strather, and her husband
Herb Strather; Carpenter's sister, Cheryl
Perry; his mother, Arie Carpenter; and his
niece, Coreey Perry

Shennan]. Clarl1

The special awards presentations for this year's program recognized two faculty as
"Outstanding Faculty Members of the Year," an award that normally goes to only one faculty
member. Both Professor Deborah Malamud and Grace Tonner, director of the Legal Practice
Program, were recognized for their contributions to the legal education and lives of
BLSA students.
■ Professor Shermanj. Clark received the "Recognition of Excellence" award illustrating the affection students have for him and their pride in the fact that Professor Clark
has recently received tenure.
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Dean Jeffrey S. Leil.man, '81, welcomed
Congressman Ford back to the Law School.
"Harold , every time 1 see you on television,
I take enormous pride in your association
with Michigan, and 1 want to thank you for
allowing us to bask in your reflected glory"
And then it was Congressman Ford's
turn to look back at his own experiences
here, to remember the special people who
helped and influenced him, to be "a little
political" and share some of what drives
him, and to give a challenge born of
experience.
"I went to three of these banquets when
I was a student here - you all have gotten
better at this," he said to an appreciative
chuckle from the audience. It hasn't been
that long since his own graduation in 1996
- "I had two deans when I was here: nowPresident Bollinger and Dean Lehman. I
remember how Professor St. Antoine, when
a class discussion got bogged down, would
say, 'Then fair enough' and then change to
a new topic. He knew how to make you
feel good but still move the class discussion
on." Ford has found the technique to be a
useful one when discussions with
colleagues in the Congress get stuck.
In 1996, Ford became the youngest
member of the 105th Congress, and was
reelected in 1998, receiving over 80
percent of the vote. He served as the
keynote speaker at the 2000 Democratic
National Convention in Los Angeles,
California, and is known for consensus
building in the Congress.
"You are very fortunate to be at a school
like this - the people you've had the
opportunity to meet - it won't take long
after you leave for you to appreciate what
you have had here. I miss being able to
interact with my professors. I remember
the conversations I had with Dean Lehman
about policy issues, the discussions in
Professor Pildes' Democratic Rights class,
and of course, Dares McCree. You won't
find a more committed, dedicated, caring
person than Dores McCree. To this day, I
remember the challenges she gave me.
"We are at a remarkable time in
America" because there is so much
progress, so much success, and such rancor

BRIEFS

LEFT: After di1111e1; 2L Fortuhe Glass enjoys
talliing with Congressman Harold E. Fonlj,:, '96.
/11 bachground is Hamid W Bulger],:, '82.

PHOTOS BY GREGOR\' FOX

- "one side sees things in an entirely
different way from the other side. How
things have changed: Democrats say 'be
careful' and Republicans say 'spend. '
"On nights that I'm home in Memphis,
I try to drive by the Motel Lorraine where
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. was shot. You
know, it's being made into a museum now.
I drive by there and it reminds me that I
haven't done much yet. "
Ford believes there are things
happening that King would be pleased
about: that Tiger Woods is in the best golf
tournaments in the world - and he isn't a
caddy; and that a black man, Ken
Chenault, is president and CEO of
American Express.
But if King visited correctional facilities
as Ford frequently does, would he be
pleased to see that so many of the inmates
are illiterate? "It seems perverse to wait for
someone to be hurt for us to see that
young people aren't getting educated. What
does it say about us as a nation when we
can't figure out ways to build schools and
hire more teachers?"
He asked, "Will you be people who
complain about what should be happening
while doing nothing to help? We need to
take advantage of what we have and
move forward .
"You come from good stock here at tne
Law School: look at Senator Peter
Fitzgerald, '86, and Representative Richard
Gephardt, '65," he added. "Think about
what needs to be done and what you can
do. As you prepare to graduate, determine
to make a difference."

@ma (JJ.U!J!Il;,'12, receives
0:-:J Distinguished

The Butch Carpenter Memorial
Scholarship Banquet offered an appropriate
venue for presenting Saul Green , '72 , with
the Distinguished Citizen award . Green is
well known for his service to the legal
profession and his commitment to helping
others. Over a career that spans nearly 30
years, he has contributed to the University
of Michigan and to the Law School through
unselfishly giving of himself to mentor,
counsel, and assist others. Green was
instrumental in getting the Butch
Carpenter Scholarship set up and he
continues to serve as a member of the
scholarship committee. He also is a
member of the Michigan Black Law Society,
the Law School's Committee of Visitors, the
University Alumni Group, and participated
in esta1::.1 1shing the Wolverine Bar Minority
Clerksh Program, which has successfully
placed minority law students in summer
clerkship programs with many of the area's
top legal employers. Green was appointed
by President Bill Clinton in 1994 as the
U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of
Michigan, the first African American to
hold this position . As expected with the
advent of a new president, Green
submitted his resignation effective May 1.

Citizen award

In presenting the award, Assistant Dean
of Students Charlotte Johnson, '88, said,
"Saul Green has served with integrity, quiet
strength, intelligence, and humility. It is
only fitting that he receive this award for
his many years of service to the profession
and his commitment to helping others."

Saul Green, '72, recipient of the "Distinguished
Citizen" award, and his wife, Diane, chat with
Dores McCree after the banquet and awa,ds
presentations.
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A matter of
equality liberty
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Why Geology? The movement of international law during the 20th
century has resembled a geology of many layers
more than a stream of steady current, according to
Joseph Weiler, the Manley Hudson Professor and
Jean Monnet Chair at Harvard University Law
School and a former member of the Law School
faculty. Weiler is shown here in March as he
delivered his talk, "Towards a Geology of 20th
Century International Law," to the Law School~
International Law Workshop. In I 900, bilateral
treaties were the norm, but in 2000, despite the
massive increase in multilateral treaties, there still
are a large number of bilateral treaties concluded,
he said. And increasingly, there is an international
regulatory layer that helps control international
activities. Other International Law Workshop
speakers during the winter term, and their
topics were:
■ Mary Footer, Faculty of Law of Erasmus
University in Rotterdam and the GLODIS
Institute/Department of International Law,
"Rethinking the Concept of Culture in a
Global Society."
■ Craig Scott, Osgoode Hall Law School,
"Torture, Translation and Transnational Torts."
■ Enc Stein, '42, Hessel E. Yntema Professor
Emeritus, University of Michigan Law School,
"International Integration and Democracy:
No Love on First Sight."

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Mathias Reimann, LL.M. '83, Hessel E. Yntema
Professor, University of Michigan Law School,
"An International Court ofjunsdiction? A
Modest Proposal to Resolve the Dilemmas of
Concurrent International Civil Litigation. "
Nuala Mole, director of the A.I.RE (Advice on
Individual Rights in Europe) Center, London,
England, "The Rule of Law in Kosovo: Who
Guards the Guards?"
James Salzman, Washington College of Law at
American University, "Seattle~ Legal Legacy:
Executive Order 13141 and the Environmental
Review of Trade Agreements."
Jeffrey Dunhoff. James E. Beasley School of Law,
Temple University, "Economic Analysis of
International Law."
Christine Chinllin, London School of Economics
and Affiliated Overseas Faculty, University of
Michigan Law School, "Using International Law
to Combat Poverty."
Jennifer Llewellyn, Dalhousie Law School,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, "Reconciling Amnesty and
Justice - The Case for Just Amnesty."
Alan Sykes, Frank and Bernice Greenberg
Professor, University of Chicago Law School,
"The Economic Structure of Dispute Resolution
in the WTOIGATT System."
Susan Marks , University of Cambridge Faculty
of Law, "International Law and the Politics of
Knowledge."

The International Law Workshop programs
for the winter term were offered by Professor
Robert L. Howse.
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"The reason that Roe happened" Professor Lucinda M. Finley is talking
about the U.S. Supreme Courts decision
in 1973 in Roe v. Wade that a woman has a
right to an abortion - "is because of the
womens rights movement of the late
1960s."
The equality liberty component "about
control over your body" is critical to
defending the right to abortion, continued
Finley, a professor at the State University
of New York at Buffalo Law School who
frequently represents abortion providers
and clinics.
"This is not just about privacy. It is
essential to a woman's economic and
social well-being. I think that being able
to control your body is about equality and
liberty in the most fundamental sense."
Finley, who also is on the board of the
National Abortion Federation, spoke at
the Law School earlier this year in a
program sponsored by Law Students for
Reproductive Choice. Despite the federal
Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances
Act, she said, "the daily reality of trying
to get into 80 percent of abortion clinics
today" requires moving past an obstructed
driveway, having your vision blocked by
signs, and/or enduring shouting and
screaming from protesters.
But most people who feel victimized by
such protests won't testify. 'The biggest
challenge in doing reproductive rights law
is that its very hard to convey and to
present the reality of the women [you
represent]. Its very unlikely that you'll get
a doctor or a patient to testify. ...
Everywhere you turn you're walking a
very tricky line in trying to portray the
lives of patients without putting them on
the stand."
Although abortion is "the most
commonly performed surgical procedure
on women in the world," Finley said, she
faces "the problem of convincing judges
that abortion is about healthcare and is a
legitimate medical procedure."
"What would happen to womens
equality if abortion were outlawed in this
country?" Finley asked. "You have to say
that without reproductive rights you don't
have these other rights, either."

BRIEFS

MENTORS, COLLEAGUES HELP
SHAPE A LIFE IN THE LAW
Speakers stressed the importance of law students acquiring hands-on experience
and practicing attorneys having a network of colleagues to mentor and support them
during a program held at the Law School under the sponsorship of the student chapter
of the National Lawyers Guild (NLG).
Participants also praised involvement in the kinds of public interest cases that put
them into direct contact with clients and have the potential for making significant
changes in those clients' lives. As Paul Sher, an attorney with Legal Services of Southern
Michigan, put it: "We are representing people for whom you can really make a
difference," and "all the clients we represent would be worse off without us." Besides,
he added, "there's a very collegial atmosphere in Legal Services."
Patricia Stamler of Sommers, Schwartz, Silver and Schwartz PC noted that working
with a large firm offers great "resources for public interest work." In addition, she
advised, it's "important to find a mentor" and it'.s "absolutely critical to develop a
network of lawyers for mentoring and for casework referral. "
Other panelists included John Erdevig, '83, an Ann Arbor attorney specializing in
tenant and consumer law; Julie Hurwitz, '82, executive director of the NLG/Maurice
and Jane Sugar Law Center for Economic and Social Justice in Detroit; and Shel Stark,
education director for the Institute of Continuing Legal Education. The program was
called "How to be a Lawyer, Pay Your Bills ... and Not Sell Your Soul."
Other comments:
■ Erdevig advised students to get as much clinical practice experience as possible
while in Law School. And after graduation, "if you can keep your lifestyle in check,
you can do a lot of things to pay off your loans."
■ Hurwitz, noting that "no matter what they tell you, the law is not neutral," also
encouraged students to acquire practical experience and to "find the consistency
between what you believe in and why you became a lawyer."
■ Stark praised "alternative careers" and said that involvement with NLG "always
helped me keep my perspective." Use your network of colleagues to fashion
"fulfilling careers that are socially useful," he advised.

Hate Crimes More than half of the 7,755 hate crimes the FBI
recorded in 1998 were related to race, Aryani
Ong, of the National Asian Pacific American
Legal Consortium (NAPALC), tells a Law School
audience during a program in February
sponsored by the Asian Pacific American Law
Students Association. Next in the ranking was
religion, which was related to 18 percent of that
years hate crimes. Next was sexual orientation,
followed by ethnicity/national affiliation, and,
finally, disability, which was related to .3 percent
of the cases. Hate incidents are based on
unchangeable characteristics of the victim, and
"do not have to be prosecutable crimes," Ong
said.
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Intellectual property specialist Katharine C.
Patterson, of Katharine C. Patterson Consulting in
San Francisco, answers a students question at the
conclusion of her program on career opportunities
in the field of intellectual prqperty. Patterson spoke
at the Law School under sponsorship of the Office
of Career Services.

Opportunities
abound in intellectual
property field
Many different legal specialties make up
the field of intellectual property law - like
patents and copyrights, and increasingly
biotechnology and genomics - and
"intellectual property is one area where
there are always jobs," consultant Katharine
C. Patterson told a Law School audience.
"Intellectual property doesn't exist as a
profession," said Patterson, who heads
Katharine C. Patterson Consulting in San
Francisco. "There are different forms of
intellectual assets that the law lets us
manage in different ways."
Patterson, whose placement work keeps
her in touch with intellectual property and
venture capital specialists, noted that the
Law School "has a very strong reputation in
intellectual property." IP, as the intellectual
property field often is called, offers work in
detection, enforcement, and transactional
law, she said. "IP law is very, very mobile,"
she noted.
But the wealth of opportunities in the
field does not mean that job hunting can
be lackadaisical. "Don't leave a thank you
unwritten," she warned. "Don't leave a call
unreturned."
LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES SUMMER
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Issues of
the new
millennium
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The question of how we define
ourselves and each other will continue
into, and perhaps dominate, our new
century. The dynamics of race, cultural,
ethnic, and national background, linguistic
allegiances , and similar identifying factors
promise to fuel most of our efforts to
determine how we live together on our
planet of shrinking distances and growing
populations.
In a three-part speakers series last
spring, the Michigan Journal of Race & Law
presented programs to illuminate related
issues: districting and voting; racial
profiling and Asian American activism;
and opposing perspectives on the U.S.
drug war.
Once again, as it does every decade , the
task of redrawing electoral districts to
represent the most recent population shifts
occupies lawmakers and political leaders.
Sizes, shapes, and the makeup of these
districts not only reflect political realities,
but cultural, racial, and ethnic leanings.

Pamela Karlan, professor of public interest law at
Stanford Law School, gestures as she emphasizes
her remarl1s, while john Chamberlin, associate dean
of the University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford
School of Public Policy, listens. Above right,
Laughlin McDonald, director of the Southern
Regional Office of the American Civil Liberties
Union, uses the words "deeply confusing " to
describe the 1993 Shaw v. Reno U.S. Supreme
Court decision, which allowed people to sue over
the shape of a congressional dist,ict. Karlan,
Chamberlin, and McDonald were panelists for tl1e
first of th,ee programs on "Race and Democracy in
the New Millennium" presented by the Michigan
Journal of Race & Law. Other panelists in this
program were Anita Hodglliss, co-director of the
Voting Rights Project of the Lawyers Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law; and Judson H. Mino,; a
partner in Mine,; Barnhill & Galland of Chicago.
Assistant Professor Ellen Katz sen,ed as moderato,:

I
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Speaker:

Bush v. GQre
interferes with
federalism
The U.S. Supreme Courts decision in

Bush v. Gore, which decided the 2000

And they raise serious legal questions
about the weight of a persons vote, "equal"
representation, and other issues.
A panel discussion of "Electoral
Identities: Districting and Voting," led off
the series.
"Redistricting is the public's chance to
say, 'Here's how we identify ourselves as a
community,"' said Anita Hodgkiss,
co-director of the Voting Rights Project at
the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law.
African Americans and Hispanics have
gained congressional seats during the past
decade, and "today the issue for minority
groups is holding their gains," she
reported. But the provision of the 2000
census that allowed self-identification as
multi-racial raises the issue of how people
are counted.
'Just as there are no atheists in foxholes,
there are no nonpartisans in redistricting,"
said John Chamberlin, associate dean of
the U-Ms Gerald R. Ford School of Public
Policy. "I think getting a clear agreement is
absolutely critical."

■

■

Other parts of the series included:
Frank Wu, '91, a professor at Howard
University School of Law, speaking on
"Wen Ho Lee, Racial Profiling and Asian
American Political Activism."
A panel discussion of "The Drug War:
Colorblind Justice or Racial
Oppression?" Panelists included:
Graham Boyd, director of the ACLU
Drug Policy Litigation Project; Steven B.
Duke, professor of the law of science
and technology at Yale Law School and
author of America'.s Longest War:

Rethinking Our Tragic Crusade Against
Drugs; Kurt L. Schmoke, former threetime mayor of Baltimore and partner in
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering,
Washington, D.C.; and Sharda Sekaran,
associate director of public policy and
community outreach, the Lindesmith
Center - Drug Policy Foundation. The
discussion was moderated by Adjunct
Professor James Forman, co-founder of
the Maya Angelou Public Charter
School in Washington, D.C.

presidential election, is "a very serious
interference with federalism" that is
inconsistent with the enhancement of
states rights that has marked the current
Court, a Georgetown University Law
Center professor told a Law School
audience during a program held last
spring.
The talk by Neal K. Katya!, cocounsel for Albert Gore Jr. in Bush v.
Palm Beach County Canvassing Board, was
sponsored by the Asian Pacific American
Law Students Association.
"I think it is very difficult to defend
this decision," Katya! said of the 5-4
Supreme Court ruling. "It is an
exceptional problem for federalism to
say that the state can't structure its
activity this way" and "this decision
allows the Court to handpick its
successors. It takes away checks and
balances.
"The response I believe is appropriate
is for the Democrats not to confirm any
Supreme Court justices [nominated by
President Bush]. This is about the
separation of powers. This is about who
will pick the president, who will name
the next justice."
There is precedent for having a
Supreme Court of fewer than nine
justices, Katya! said. "After the Civil War,
the Republican Congress wouldn't let
[Andrew] Johnson appoint any justices
after Lincoln was killed. The Supreme
Court had seven justices. It went back to
nine under President Ulysses Grant."
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Jumpstarting a
legal career
No doubt about it. A clerkship offers a
jumpstart to a young lawyer's career.
Working with a judge or a magistrate
provides insight into court workings that
attorneys in the courtroom might never
achieve. A year or two as a clerk provides
the practice in researching, writing, and
analyzing that few other experiences can
equal. And all this in the presence of a
judge or magistrate who may become a
career-long mentor and cheerleader.
"My experience is that lawyers don't get
a lot of hands-on help, at best not enough,"
Michigan Supreme Court Justice Marilyn
Kelly explained during a program on
clerkships held at the Law School.
"Ultimately, the biggest benefit is the skill
level that these people are able to attain
before they leave their clerkships."
Kelly, who uses clerks regularly at the
Michigan Supreme Court, said she looks to
applicants' grades, ability to meet
deadlines, and their level of self-confidence
when choosing among clerkship
applicants.
"The biggest thing is the learning
experience," Timothy L. Williams, '93, a
partner in Constangy, Brooks &: Smith LLC
of Atlanta, explained of clerkships. "When
I got out and started to practice law, my
employers expected a lot of me because
they knew I had been behind that curtain,"
he said. Doing a clerkship "just gives you
an added bonus."
"We value the judicial clerkship
experience so much that we are prepared
to work with you from the time you are a
law student applying for a clerkship to the
time you graduate and come to work for us at
Jenner&: Block," added Richard]. Gray, '74,
a partner in the firm's Chicago office.
Seventy-one of the 300 lawyers in the
Chicago office are former clerks, he noted.
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Recent changes have removed
standardization from the clerkship
application process, however, and law
students will find their hunt for a clerkship
to be "daunting and disorganized, but well
worth it in the end," reported second-year
law student Courtenay Morris. "I clerked
for a judge after my first summer," she said.
"I cannot tell you how great it was.
Persevere. Every one of you deserves a
clerkship."

Richard]. Gray, '74, ofJenner & Blocli in Chicago,
chats with law students Heather Kamins, Syrns
Mousavinezhad, and jay Coppoletta after serving as
one of four panelists for a discussion of clerliship
requirements and opportunities.
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A clerhship offers the young lawyer hands-on
experience and the chance to grapple with
substantial issues earlier in his practice, Michigan
Supreme Court justice Mmilyn Kelly explains
dwing a program on clerliships presented at the
Law School by the Office of Career Services. Other
panelists.from left, are: Timothy L. Williams, '93,
of Comtangy, Broohs & Smith LLC, Atlanta;
Richard]. Gray, '74, ofJenner & Bloch, Chicago;
and second-year law student Courtenay Monis.

Wide-Ranging -
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Veteran human rights wor/ier A,yeh Neier; president of the Soros Foundations Open Society Institute
and former executive director of Human Rights Watch, chats with students and officials during a visit
to the Law School last spring. The previous day Neier had delivered the lecture to inaugurate the Fred
Cuny Fellowship Program at the University of Michigan. Neier touched on many subjects during his
conversation at the Law School, including issues of incarceration, the value of international experience,
the role that U.S. foreign policy needs played in the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of
Education, and military intervention. His Law School visit was sponsored by the Public Interest
Group. At left is law student and Public Interest Group co-chairman Noah Leavitt.

Galileo reprised
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Phillip E. Johnson

"Its the Galileo case in reverse."
Thats how University of California at Berkeley
Law Professor Phillip E. Johnson describes the
controversy over how public schools teach about
evolution.
"An effort ought to be made to separate the
philosophical dogma from the physical evidence ,"
Johnson told a Law School audience earlier this
year. "Both affirmation and the denial have to be
science - or neither is."
Science gives "the impression of an unassailable
dogma, which the First Amendment is designed to
guard against. ... The First Amendment should
allow open discussion and debate of what is taught
in the classroom .... Its a freedom of expression
and freedom of thought issue."
Johnson , a leader in the Intelligent Design
movement, was speaking on "The Kansas Evolution
Controversy Continues: Who is Trying to Establish
a Religion?" His talk at the Law School was
sponsored by the Christian Law Students.
The issue arose in Kansas in 1999 when newly
elected state board of education members decided
to test students only on the generally agreed upon
changes Johnson called "micro evolution," but not
to test them on the aspects of "macro evolution"
that Darwinians accept but others do not. These
members since have lost their seats but "the
controversy continues," Johnson noted.
"What should the schools do?" he asked. 'They
should teach the controversy"
LAW Q UADRANGLE NOTES SUMMER
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Keynote speaker Richard Delgado tells listeners at
the Juan Tienda Scholarship Banquet that historical
shifts have targeted different minorities for
disoimination at different times and that groups
should learn to be aware of what is happening to
each othe,: Delgado is Jean Lindsley Professor of
Law at the University of Colorado School of Law.

BRIEFS

TIENDA BANQUET SPEAKER:

'American caste system is a
complex dance'
Minority groups may improve their lot
by widening their focus and realizing that
discrimination moves among groups, a
leader in the study of race in the United
States told listeners at the annual Juan
Tienda Scholarship Banquet in February.
"We know that the American caste
system is a complex dance. It can advantage
one group at one time and disadvantage it
at another," Richard Delgado, the Jean
Lindsley Professor of Law at the University
of Colorado School of Law, explained in his
keynote address to those attending the 16th
annual banquet.
The evenings activities also included
presentations of the J.T. Canales
Distinguished Alumni Award, named for
the Law Schools first Hispanic graduate,
and the Juan Luis Tienda Scholarships.
The celebration, sponsored by the Latino
Law Students Association (LLSA), honors a
Law School student who served as
president of La Raza Law Student
Association, the predecessor of the current
LLSA. Tienda died in an automobile
accident shortly before he was to return to
the Law School for his final year of study.
Delgado, a leader in the study of critical
race theory, recounted some of the historical
twists that made different groups the targets
of discrimination at different times in
U.S. history.
For example, he noted, Operation
Wetback targeted Hispanic laborers in the
United States at the same time that the
Supreme Court's 1954 decision in Brown v.
Board of Education declared segregated
schools to be illegal. But seven years before
Brown, the very similar decision in
Westminster School District v. Mendez went
nearly unnoticed, he said.
And in the Korematsu case, in which the
Court ruled that the United States could
intern Japanese Americans during World
War II because they were a security threat,
no Hispanic, African American, or other
20
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minority group filed a brief on behalf of the
Japanese Americans, he noted.
"Binary thinking often prevents
minorities from forming coalitions,"
Delgado said. Abandon such narrow
thinking, he advised, and "negotiate
separately with each other."
Canales Award winner Luis de Baca, '93,
called Canales "an inspiration to all the
generations of Latino lawyers that have
come out of Texas since then. " Canales and
Tienda "gave us a road map of what we can
take out into the community," noted
de Baca, senior litigation counsel in the
Criminal Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the U.S. Department of Justice.

"What people in our position have to
defend is the ability of others to enter - to
enter the doors of academia, enter the doors
of a school, enter the doors of a hospital,
just to enter the doors of our society," de
Baca said.
"Place," he said, "is power."
"We are here, and not only do we have
to stay, but we have to make sure that
people recognize [that we are here] ....
Claim your place. By each of you claiming
your place, we will be able to claim our
collective place."
This year, LLSA awarded three Juan Luis
Tienda Scholarships to first-year law

Juan Tienda Scholarship winners Litza Mavrothalasitis
and Rene Martinez are shown with Paul Zavala, '78,
Martin R. Castro, '88, and Bernardo Garza, '79.
Zavala and Garza began the scholarship fund;
Castro chairs the scholarship committee. Scholarship
winner Concepcion Escobar is not shown.

students: Concepcion Escobar, Litza
Mavrothalasitis, and Rene Martinez.
"Whatever you do with your law degree ,
do some good with it," Scholarship
Committee Chairman Martin R. Castro, '88,
advised as he announced the scholarship
award recipients.
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Weaving the threads of critical race theory
Critical race theory's examinations
should not stop at the United States'
borders, and, indeed, there is value in
comparing other cultures' treatment of
minorities to shed light on our own.
That's the thrust of the message
participants heard as a day-long
symposium on critical race theory began at
the law School. The program was
presented during the winter term by nine
law School journals and student
organizations, plus Lexus Publishing and
the University of Michigan's Center for
Afro-American and African Studies.
"legal theory at the end of the 20th
century has remained too balkanized, and
continues to leave out women and people
of color from its jurisprudence," said
Adrian Wing, a professor at the University
of Iowa College of law. "I believe in the
21st century we cannot continue [to do
this]."
By 2050, people of color will make up
the majority of the U.S. population, Wing
noted, and students, lawyers, and judges
are being cheated if their education does
not include consideration of what these
different identities mean.
Critical race theory grew out of critical
legal studies, a movement that questioned
law's objectivity. It focused on the legal
manifestations of white supremacy and
people's color, Wing said. Among its tenets:
■ Race is a social Construction.
■ law is not color-blind.
■ Racial progress is cyclical.
■ The narrative method reveals
significant findings.
■ Multidisciplinary approaches provide
valuable insights.
■ The field should embrace a
combination of theory and practice.
■ Critical race theory is beginning to be
global in nature.
"Racism, sexism, homophobia do not
stop at the borders of the United States,"

Wing said. "We feel strongly that these
have to be looked at in a global perspective
[human rights, public international law,
and international business]."
leti Volpp, of Washington College at
American University, expanded on the idea
by bringing it back home. "Are feminism
and multiculturalism antithetical?" she
asked.
"People assume that cultures of
immigrant communities are so much more
sexist [than their own cultures]. People
assume an act of sexism is representative of
the group, but in the United States it is
seen as an individual act," she said.
Yet, said Volpp, one study has found
that domestic violence murder in the
United States is as big a problem as dowry
murders are in India. For another
comparison, she said, if you're a member
of a minority and you're in a classroom
"you are thought to speak for that minority."
"To use selective blaming of behavior on
culture is both dehumanizing and depoliticizing," she said. "Why do people

Speakers Leti Volpp, of Washington College of Law
at Ame,ican University, and Adrian Wing, of the
University of Iowa College of Law, chat before
delivering their tall1s dwing a symposium on
oitical race theo,y held at the Law School in
Febmmy. Volpp discussed "Feminism vs.
Multiculturalism." Wing spolie on "Global C,itical
Race Feminism." Other symposium speahers
included: Devon Carbado of the UCLA School of
Law who spohe on "Working Identities"; Cheryl
Harris, also of UCLA School of Law, who addressed
"Whiteness as Property"; and Darren Hutchinson of
Southern Methodist University School of Law, who
spolie on "Identity Conflicts: Race, Sexuality and
the Problems of Essentialism."

think gender subordination characterizes
these immigrants, Third World cultures
and not western cultures?"
Afternoon panelists for the symposium
included:
■ Devon Carbado of the UCLA School
of law, who spoke on "Whiteness as
Property"; and
■ Darren Hutchinson of the Southern
Methodist University School of law,
who spoke on "Identity Conflicts: Race,
Sexuality and the Problems of
Essentialism."
Professor Deborah Malamud moderated
morning and afternoon sessions.
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BELOW: Robert Hirshon, '73,
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The adventure of a lifetime • • •
Outside, it was a perfect day - sunshine and
a comfortable breeze. Proud families clustered in
groups around Hill Auditorium as commencement ceremonies were about to begin. Inside ,
faculty and honored guests filed to their seats on
the stage, while graduates took up row after row
on the main floor.
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, offered the
graduating students some advice about how to
conduct themselves in the professional world
they are entering. "I want to suggest to you this
afternoon that, in the center of a sometimes
justifiably cynical world, the very best lawyers I
have known are optimists. And I want to suggest
that our profession has a special role in nurturing
a distinctive flame of optimism in our society."
Lehman went on to explain that he was
endorsing a measured, realistic form of optimism,
one that that acknowledges the imperfections of
the legal system but still believes that "in any
given case, the most likely outcome is also the
correct one."
Commencement speaker Robert Hirshon, '73,
president-elect of the American Bar Association
and member of the Drummond, Woodsum &
MacMahon law firm in Portland, Maine ,
recognized the highs and lows that accompany
the passage of time. In many ways, he said, the
1990s were "the best of times and the worst of
times." The decade provided great opportunities
for lawyers and jurists "to extend the rule of law
to the emerging democracies of the former Soviet
bloc," but the decade also was a time when
lawyer jokes were commonplace and "politicians,
pundits, and ideologically-based commentators
singled out lawyers for criticism."
Much has changed today, he continued. The
legal profession no longer is considered to be a
detriment to public policy, but new issues replace
the old. Spiraling salaries, a growing mobility that
makes "loyalty and longevity look to be things of
the past," and the impact of the Internet may
sound negative, but Hirshon sees a positive side.
There is "a greater sense of democracy" within
the legal profession. "To be successful in the new
economy, one must be efficient and effective,
talented and able to handle a broad range of
work," he told the graduates. "Your generations
ability to bring technology to bear on the
effectiveness and efficiency of the practice of law
makes you better prepared in this new era and
new economy."
He also noted that the growth of diversity in
the legal profession "creates an increased strength
for all lawyers. The profession and the public we
22
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serve gain immeasurably from the divergent
viewpoints these new participants in the practice of
law bring to our collective deliberations ... . Some
will tell us that the debate over admission standards
is about a few prospective students and how they
are treated. I believe it is about America and how
this country will treat its citizens."
Concern for people has been a recurring theme
throughout Hirshon'.s career. His public service
activities have been recognized by the Maine Bar
Foundation and the National Association of Pro
Bono Coordinators; and he served for six years as
the chair of the Steering Committee for the ABA'.s
Center for Pro Bono, and served as chair of the
Standing Committee on Lawyers' Public Service
Responsibility.
Hirshon offered some practical advice from the
perspective of almost three decades of practicing law.
■ "First, make time in your legal practice to
practice your life .... Don't just read law books
and cases." Read something just for pleasure;
enjoy the opera, the symphony, and a movie
or play.
■ "Spend time with your children - get to know
them . . .. Few things in life will bring you more
happiness and satisfaction than the experience of
witnessing your childrens happiness. "
■ Make time to see your parents. Don't allow this
occasion to be the "last time you see your mom
or dad before the holiday season arrives." Your
parents still have much that they can teach you .
■ "Engage your profession - do not
simply work .... There is no longer a single
yellow brick road leading to professional
satisfaction." Try different practice settings; find
out what is most enjoyable to you. Participate in
the organized bar.
■ "Give time to pro bona service." Your career
accomplishments may receive local and national
recognition, "but you will never be so great as
when you use your skills to help a child, an
abused woman, an immigrant in detention, a
family facing eviction, or someone affiicted
with HIV/AIDS."
This "ritual of passage from law school into the
profession is an important point of demarcation and
debarkation," he said, acknowledging that this was
his first Law School commencement - he had
failed to attend his own, one of the few regrets he
has had over the course of his professional career.
This is the final opportunity to say goodbye to the
men and women who were once "nameless faces,
but who today include some of your best friends ."
And, he said, "It is the beginning of a great
adventure for all of you as lawyers."

president-elect of the American Bar
Association, addresses this year~
spring graduating class. "To be
successful in the new economy, one
must be efficient and effective,
talented and able to handle a broad
range of wor11," he said.

ABOVE: Brandon Mack sat on the

stage with the f acuity and honored
guests. As the twice-elected
president of the Law School Student
Senate (LSSS) , this was his fourth
t1ip to the dais. It is the
responsibility of the LSSS president
to present remarks during each
commencement ceremony.
"We should never forget to learn
from one anothe1;" he said as he
stepped away from the podium for
the last time.
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LEFT: Honored guest judge William McClain, '37, receives a
standing ovation at the close of his introduction. McClain is
the Law Schools oldest living African American graduate.
His distinguished career has been "characte1ized by frequent
breahthrough achievements," said Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman,
'81. He was the first black member of the Cincinnati Bar
Association; the first black lawyer to serve as the city
attorney of a major Ame,ican city; the first blacl1 partner in
a major Cincinnati law Jinn; and the first blacl1 judge in the
Coun of Common Pleas in Hamilton County, Ohio.

ABOVE: Elizabeth Lucas concentrates
as she pins "Kihi" Manjari
Purhayasthas cap finnly in place.

LEFT: Cameras were ubiquitous graduates made sure they captured this
special occasion on film.
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Chewing on the issues of food productio.n~!
'.;: .
_ .:. -4\·.,Ji:;i·:,.-
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As the United States has urbanized - only two percent of our
population works the farms that produce the food we eat - the
momentum to maximize food production and minimize apparent costs
has accelerated. Massive corporate farms are replacing family farms,
just as grocery, electronics, and other chains have replaced the
home-owned small businesses that once provided so many of the
services we consumers seek.

ABOVE: "A person who cannot love animals and
cannot enjoy nature will never love another human
being," Polish union leader Andrzej Lepper tells
participants in a symposium on industrialized
ag1iculture at the Law School in January. Leppe1; a
recent candidate for the Polish presidency, led
successful efforts to prevent the introduction of
massive animal feeding operations (AF Os) into
Poland. Lepper delivered his talli, "1i·aditional
Humane Fanning or Industrial Ag,iculture?" in
Polish. At left is translator Agnes Van Vollienburgh ,
a University of Illinois vete1inmy student and the
Animal Welfare Institutes representative in Poland.

Veterinarian Paul Sundberg, assistant vice president
for veterinary issues of the National Pork Producers
Council, explains how the council~ Code of Practice
calls for hogs to be protected from weather
extremes, be handled by trained personnel, and have
access to good water and a balanced diet. "Animal
welfare and animal health are dependent on each
othe,;" he said.
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"National policy attention on AFOs
[Animal Feeding Operations] has grown
significantly over the last few years,
symbolized by the release of the USDNEPA
Unified National Strategy on Animal
Feeding Operations in 1999," according to
the Environmental Law Society, a student
group at the Law School. "At least 35 states
have passed, voted on, or at least debated
laws and policies in the last five years that
would directly or indirectly affect control of
livestock operations. As farming operations
grow larger and more concentrated, the
debate over what should be done will only
become more intense nationally and locally"
To further that discussion , the
Environmental Law Society presented the
symposium "Industrialized Agriculture in
the Twenty-First Century: Balancing the
Financial Benefits against the Environmental and Social Costs." Co-sponsors
included the Law School, the U-M'.s Gerald
R. Ford School of Public Policy, and the
Environmental Issues Committee of the
Michigan Student Assembly.
In a day-long program, nearly 30
panelists wrestled with questions like
"Do AFOs pose a significant threat to
human health and are they worth the
cost?"; "Can AFOs be justified in the
current moral and ethical climate of the
United States7"; "Should AFOs be treated
like other land use/business entities7"; and
"Do AFOs pose a significant threat to the
physical environment and are they worth
the cost?" Participants' specialties covered
many fields , among them: medicine, animal
welfare, ecology, the law, organic farming,
and history.
Disagreement was common. One
speaker, for example, noted that Michigan
law makes agricultural operations "zero
discharge" sites. But a physician who has
studied the development of antibioticresistant bacteria at AFOs, countered that
"there is no way to have zero discharge of
these DNA fragments .. . . To think that
some sort of discharge policy is going to
regulate it is just foolhard y"
"Today, Americas system of family farms
is in extremis ," Andrzej Lepper, a Polish
farm union leader and former presidential
candidate of that country, said in remarks
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prepared for his keynote address at the
symposium. Lepper toured the United
States and studied its agricultural systems
as part of his successful opposition to a
U.S. agricultural conglomerate's entrance
into the Polish market.
"Fewer than two percent of Americans
remain on the land; the number declines
daily," Lepper said. "What we are witnessing
... goes beyond historic change. It is a
profound tragedy, not only for farmers, for
rural communities, and farm animals, but
for the nation.
"A great lie, fed to the press, propagated
and repeated ad nauseum, is that small
farmers are inefficient; that they are being
overtaken by progress; that their doom,
though lamentable, is inevitable.
'The truth is that industrial agriculture
does not work economically unless much
of its real cost - environmental costs,
socio-economic costs, infrastructural costs
- are imposed on others. The truth is that
if existing federal laws, the Packers and
Stockyards Act, the Federal Meat
Inspection Act, the Humane Slaughter Act,
the Clean Water Act, and sundry other
federal and state laws were being honestly
administered and enforced, the whole
system would unravel. The corporate
takeover is being greased by one of the
most powerful and unscrupulous lobbies
in American history. "
The state of North Carolina, which in
1997 placed a moratorium on growth in its
population of nearly 10 million hogs,
figured prominently in much of the
discussion at the conference. From the
early 1980s through 1997 there was
"definite consolidation and corporatization"
of the hog-raising business in the Tar Heel
State, noted Melva Fager Okun, a research
associate with the University of North
Carolina's School of Public Health. About
95 percent of hog producers now are
under contract to large companies, she
said. "Only two independents are left. The
companies have taken over everything else."
Odors from such operations can irritate
nearby residents, and sprayed manure can
infiltrate both surface and subterranean
water. "We see no difference between low

level nuclear waste and millions of gallons
of urine and feces in our backyards," said
Karen Hudson, president of the Illinoisbased Families Against Rural Messes.
But to have small and medium-sized
operations produce America's food, "What
are you willing to pay?" countered Ernie
Birchmeier, of the Michigan Farm Bureau.
"We believe in protecting the
environment," he said. "[And] we believe
in a profitable agriculture. Public health is
of the utmost concern. I'm not going to
protect people who knowingly pollute the
environment."
Veterinarian Paul Sundberg, of the
National Pork Producers Council, outlined
how the council has established policies to

ensure that animals are ~reated humanely
and are well-cared for. Added John D.
Copeland, Tyson Foods' executive vice
president of ethics and environmental
compliance, "You may not like what you
see with factory farms. But these are not
pets. They are being raised as products."
The clock can't be turned back, said
Alfredo DiCostanzo, of the University of
Minnesota Animal Science Department.
Fewer and fewer farmers feed more and
more people. "I have to ask: How many of
us are willing to go back to [working in]
agriculture to feed this country?" The
issues to be solved are food safety, the
environment, and animal welfare, he said.
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Quarterbacking The corporate lawyer is like a quarterback when it comes to guiding a merger
or an acquisition - "he needs to be apprised of all that is going on," mergersand-acquisitions specialist Mark]. Mihanovic, '85, of McDermott, Will &
Emery in California, tells Assistant Professor Adam Pritchard~ Mergers and
Acquisitions class during a visit to the Law School last spring. Serving as guest
lecturer for the class, Mihanovic led students through "the anatomy of a deal."
Due diligence in studying the background and details of the deal in its early
stages can pay off handsomely as the pact proceeds, Mihanovic said. "It~
important to flush out the problems as soon as possible. Both sides want to
lmow that they're not going through this dance, which is a very complex and
expensive one, on a frivolous basis."
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TestingMichael Olivas, William Bates Professor of Law
at the University of Houston Law Center and
former general counsel of the American
Association of University Professors, asserts that
the academic records and admissions tests that
professional schools use to measure applicants and the composite score number that can result
- do little to accurately predict a students
subsequent pe,formance. "These numbers are
really quite soft, notwithstanding their arithmetic
rigor," he argued dwing a talk at the Law School
called "Academic Life: In Search of the Pe,fect
Metaphor. " Olivas' talk was part of the series of
events that made up the 2001 Martin Luther
King Symposium and was co-sponsored by the
Law School.
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How Do We Choose? The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was "a beacon in the annals of democracy and representative government,•
the Hon. Algenon L. Marbley, above, of the U.S. District Court, Southern District of Ohio, Eastern
Division, tells listeners during a Martin Luther King]r. Celebration program at the Law School.
"Who would have thought that in 2001 we again would be discussing franchise rights, and yet here we
are," he added, referring to the NMCPs suit against Floridas atlorney general alleging voting
irregularities in the 2000 presidential election. Marbley and his co-panelists.Judge Denise Page Hood, of
the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, and Michael Rodriguez, of the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Educational Fund, discussed "The Civil Rights Struggle in the New Millennium: Issues,
Obstacles and Strategies for Moving Forward." The program was sponsored by many groups within the
Law School: the ACLU student group; Black Law Students Alliance; Latino Law Students Association;
Michigan Journal of Race & Law; Native American Law Students Association; Public Interest Group;
Asian Pacific American Law Students Association; Environmental Law Society; Law Students for
Reproductive Rights; National Lawyers Guild; OutLaws; and the Office of Academic Services.

BRIEFS
Indian tribes need to talie responsibility for more of
their own a.ffairs, lieynote spealier Peterson Zah
tells attendees at the Ame1ican Indian Law Day
2001 program held at the Law School. Zah, who
is Navajo, is advisor to the president of Arizona
State University.
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'We have
what we
asked for':
American Indian
Law Day Speaker
Peterson Zah is no Pollyanna who
thinks Native Americans have their full
due. But the Navajo Indian and advisor to
the president of Arizona State University
knows how hard Indian nations have
fought for tribal rights and wants to ensure
against returning to the federal
government's role as the great protector.
"I think we have come and made a
complete circle," Zah said in his keynote
address to the American Indian law Day
2001 conference held at law School in
March. Indian tribes have secured many of
the things they sought from the federal
courts, the state courts, and Congress, and
Indian people are implementing them at
the local level, he said.
"Now the battleground has to be back
in the local community at the tribal level.
What is needed is more educational
conferences like this one where we are
coming together to listen to the experts. It
means we have to be cautious that we no
longer just run to court.
"My recommendation to you is that we
need to work more on our own, to turn
more [responsibility] over to local people
and the tribal government. We've got to
teach people to be responsible and more
active in handling their own situations."
Sponsored by the Native American law
Students Association, the conference was a
preliminary to the annual Ann Arbor
Pow Wow, which began the next day. Other
parts of the conference included:
■

A discussion of 'Tribes and
Environmental Protection," with John
Leone of the Natural Resource Division

■

of the Michigan Attorney General's
office, and Riyaz Kanji, of Kanji &
Katzen in Ann Arbor and an affiliated
professor at the law School; and
Discussion of 'The New Administration,
Congress, and the Supreme Court: The
Future of Federal Indian Policy," with
Mary Pavel, of Sonosky, Chambers,
Sachse & Enderson, Washington, D.C.;
Virginia Boylan, of Dorsey & Whitney,
Washington, D.C.; and University of
Iowa Professor of Law Robert Clinton,
who also has taught as a visiting
professor at the Law School. Clinton,
who will join the law faculty at Arizona
State University this fall, also is chief
justice of the Winnebago Supreme
Court and associate justice of the
Cheyenne River Tribal Court of Appeals.

Throughout the discussions, speakers
stressed the twin themes of tribal action
and cooperation among tribal, state, and
federal governments. Leone, for example,
cited the "triumvirate of governments" that
bring tribal, state, and federal actors into
the arena, while Kanji noted that "we are
fortunate to have a very professional

attorney general's office with people who
are concerned about what is best for the
state. It's my hope that over time we can
work with state governments such that the
immediate reflexive tendency [to go to the
courts for answers] will become a thing of
the past."
Boylan and Pavel said they could not
predict how the new Bush administration
will deal with the tribes. Strengthen tribal
courts and other institutions, Pavel advised,
and added that "when we can bring all
sides together and find some common
ground, I think the conservative agenda
will be all for us."
For the future, Clinton said, many tribes
need to reform their outmoded
constitutions and water, tax, and other
codes. Intergovernmental cooperation also
is important, he added. "You're not going
to get respect from state or federal courts
unless you enforce their rulings where they
have jurisdiction. Figure out a way to keep
your sovereignty and cooperate .... Tribal
sovereignty is what tribes make of it, not
what the court says it is."
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